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Chancellor Computer Corporation
1101 San Antonio Road
Mountian View, CA 94043
800/222-2660

At GTE Data Services, we’ve blended a
team approach with an entrepreneurial spirit to
reach new heights in customer-focused technology.

We are in need of an Architectural Planner to define
and lead the establishment of an architecture for in-
tegrated telecommunications, DP and office product
networks. Requirements include:

► Minimum of 15 years experience in telecommuni-
cations, DP, large networks and office automation
► Knowledge of network theory, data-base techni-
quies. PABX’s and fault tolerant computers
► Excellent managerial and project leadership skills
► PhD in Engineering, Computer Science, Math or
equivalent

GTE Data Services, a subsidiary of GTE dedicated
to Information Management, offers the challenge of
a lifetime, the rewards you deserve and relocation
assistance to our Florida Gulf Coast location.

Please submit resume with salary history to:
N. Fitzpatrick, Dept. COM, GTE Data Services,
P.O. Box 1548, DC 136, Tampa, Florida 33601.
An equal opportunity employer.

IEEE COMPUTER SOCIETY
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

President: Martha Sloan
Department of Electrical Engineering
Michigan Technological University
Houghton, MI 49931
(906) 487-2645

Vice Presidents:
Technical Activities (1st VP): Robert G. Stewart
Conferences and Tutorials (2nd VP): Roy L. Russo
Area Activities: Charles R. Vick
Educational Activities: J. Thomas Cain
Membership and Information: Russell E. Theisen
Publications: John D. Musa
Standards: Fletcher J. Buckley
Treasurer: Helen M. Wood
Secretary: Paul L. Borrill
Junior Past President: Oscar N. Garcia
IEEE Division Directors: Oscar N. Garcia, Ronald G. Hoelzeman

GOVERNING BOARD

Term Ending 1985
James H. Aylor
Paul L. Borrill
Clyde R. Camp
Herbert Hecht
Glen G. Langdon, Jr.
John D. Masa
Harriett B. Rigas
Susan L. Rosenbaum
Herbert Weber

Term Ending 1986
Dennis R. Allison
Kenneth R. Anderson
P. Bruce Berra
Fletcher J. Buckley
Judith L. Estrin
Richard C. Jaeger
Ming T. Liu
Edward W. Thomas
Joseph E. Urban

PUBLICATIONS BOARD

Dharma P. Agrawal
James H. Aylor
Vic Basili
P. Bruce Berra
Bill D. Carroll
Tse-yun Feng
Dennis W. Fife
Paul L. Hazan
Lansing Harfield
Herbert Hecht
Ronald G. Hoelzeman
Glen G. Langdon, Jr.
John D. Musa, Vice President for Publications
Michael C. Mulder
Theo Pavlidis
C. V. Ramamoorthy
T. R. N. Rao
James J. Farrell III
Susan L. Rosenbaum
Roy L. Russo
Norman Schneiderwind
Bruce D. Shriver
James N. Snyder
Murali Varanasi
Joseph E. Urban

SENIOR STAFF

Executive Director: T. Michael Elliott
IEEE Computer Society
1730 Massachusetts Ave., NW
Washington, DC 20036

Editor and Publisher: True Searborn
Director, Computer Society Press: Chip G. Stockton
Director, Conferences: William R. Habingreither
Director, Tutorials: Martinez A. Camilleri
(Roster of committee chairs, page 130)

Next governing board meeting:
July 17, 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m., Chicago

THE INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL
AND ELECTRONICS ENGINEERS, INC.

President: Charles A. Ulden
President-Elect: Bruno O. Weinschel
Executive Vice President: Merlin G. Smith
Executive Director: Eric Herz

High Resolution CAD on IBM PC

• 1024x768 or 640x400 Color Graphics
• Graphics Editor Electronic Design
• PCB & IC Design
• Schematic Capture
• Interfaces to SPICE, SCICARDS, GDS II, Gerber
• 9-State Logic Simulator for PC and VAX
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